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India has been put in lockdown to halt the spread of the Coronavirus

outbreak. People of unorganized sector are the most affected when they

have been told to stay indoors, but for many daily-wage earners this is

not an option among the tribal colonies, orphan children and old &

Destitute persons staying in huts with no proper shelter, sanitation,

safety beside the railway tracks, lakes, roadsides as their house sites

and other entitlements are on process with the Government.

Live their life by earning daily bread working under the landlords,

mills and construction work which is the only source not to run out of

hungry daily. Lockdown days are very hard to spend, though the

colonies know risk of corona virus, but they can’t see their children go

hungry and run out of food which is creating fear that hunger may kill

them before Corona.

The above reason has moved JMJ Social Service Society to respond to

reach out 500-1000 population their situations from 26th March 2020

which is our working areas in Guntur and East Godavari of Andhra

Pradesh.



We JMJ Social Service Society

obtained special permission from the

District collector, wherein we were

issued COVID-19 pass for the

Distribution from District Civil

Supplies, Guntur District.

Following were the response

towards Covid-19-

Created awareness on Social

Distancing

 Provide mobility and emergency

medical services to the issues

encountered due to lockdown by the

vulnerable women and children

Distribution of dry provisions-Rice,

Dal and Cooking Oil

Distribution of Masks, soaps, gloves

One meal to the migrant workers in

collaboration with local sources for

their life to move on in the lockdown

days.



A Widow namely Marnikyamma from Sattenapalli went to visit her married

daughter in Vijayawada and was unable to travel back because of the Lockdown

period. She unwearyingly waited on till the end of March. As the days was

nearing to receive pension which was the only source for her survival, as she is

survived by her two daughters, who got married and living with their in-laws.

And whereas, she has to lead her life with this basic support she receives from the

government. She contacted us JMJ, as she knows and requested to reach her back

home. Once again JMJSSS was at the rescue of the widow, to reach her home.

Tears roll down her eyes with grateful heart.

COVID-19 Stories Related Issues…



Sri Tarun beneficiary, who moves around with wheel chair, went to visit his sick

Grand Mother along with his mother to a nearby village which is at a distance of

10km. The following day Lockdown was declared and the transportation and the

normal life came to stand still. Hence, Sri Tarun was caught up at his grandmother’s

house. After a day, with the help of two wheeler, he and his mother reached back

home to Pedapalakaluru. But the wheel chair remained in Grand Mother’s house and

Sri Tarun was finding difficult to move around without it. Wheel chair was his

source of mobility to make bodily movements in an accessible way. After lot of

efforts, wheel chair was reached to him through JMJSSS which received Vehicle

pass from the District Magistrate, Guntur and his face was gleaming with joy.



Migrant workers on their way back home

to Bihar, Maharashtra Rajasthan and

Haryana. JMJ Social Service Society

provided one meal to the travelers which

was a great relief who has to travel miles

and miles to reach their homes.



The COVID-19 have shattered all their dreams of receiving the house

site instead pandemic has created chaos in their lives as they all were

deprived of daily work and wages- employment opportunities on which

the whole family depends on. Monetary level has completely got into

zero which has led to meet any other issues related to health and other

purchases are not possible.

Linkage for the piece work for the women in the tribal colonies who are

trained in tailoring, received an order of stitching masks in the villages

and has stitched more than 4000 masks and become part of COVID-19

relief service.



Reaching out to the women namely Madhavi survived by her daughter and son with
locomotor disability. She lives alone, as her husband deserted and left behind to
shoulder the responsibility of the children upon her. She earns her livelihood by daily
wages, which has completely brought down their monthly income, after much
advocacy, she received ration card just before the lockdown which has given relief
to survive with the dry provisions receiving through the ration from the government. In
the midst of economic crisis, she had an acute pain in the abdomen, then her son
called us, as we support him under disability program. Thus, we reached her to the
nearest hospital with help of JMJSSS Vehicle, which has obtained the vehicle pass
from District collector, Guntur. Therefore, diagnosed that there is growth in the uterus,
which is causing the pain, but doctor advised and prescribed after the preliminary
medication, medicines are prescribed for a month. After a month course, in the first
week of June, when she was taken to hospital, after a scan, the size of the growth is
reduced and given one more course. Thus, she was reached out and medical issue
was addressed, which was a moral and social support for the family by JMJ Social
Service Society.



Creating awareness on hand

wash, usage of masks and

precautionary measures during

the lockdown period by

differently abled children of

Andhra Pradesh and Tamilnadu.

Children’s parliament

children and created a video

clip in order to create

awareness among children

to stay safe and stay healthy

in 3 villages of Guntur

District, Andhra Pradesh.



What we have contributed may be a drop in the ocean but for the

people who received our help, it made an ocean of difference. I would

like to let you know the impact of our help and support over the lives

of the people in their own words:

Padmavathi: “Iam a physicallychallenged person from my birth.

Added to my fate, Iam a single parentfinding hard to bring up my two

children. During this time of uncertainty due to Covid-19 lockdown, I

wasin an utter despair with no means for living. JMJ Social Service

Society came to my rescue; I am grateful to them for supporting me

and my children during these hard times.”

Khajaabi: “I am 13 years old. Due to an accident during my

childhood, I lost my right hand and now I am with a prosthetic hand.

My mother is a widow having to feed ten children. At a time when we

received no support from any government scheme or other, in our

struggle for the survival duringthese lock downdays, JMJ Social

Service Society are supporting us with rice and dry provisions which

brought a great relief for my mother and the whole family.



JMJSSS on
March  
towards  
COVID-19
Response…

JMJ Social Service Society continue responding to the

emerging crisis, affecting those living at the peripheries

of society. These are tough times for everyone, but more

for poor migrant workers, daily wage earners, children

and families on streets, in slums, and those who are

already living in poverty. We strive to continue with our

minuscule efforts to reach out to the peripheries by

lending a shoulder to lean on, to fill a hungry stomach,

to cover a family with a mantle of love, to wipe away

every tear and ultimately to illuminate lives.


